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For what seems like ages, New York’s galleries have been awash in abstract painting

of the bland and derivative variety. But the past few years have seen the emergence of
a batch of exciting young figurative painters who, though their concerns are varied,
Office
BVBA characteristics: they are attuned to humor (slapstick
share Baroque
a numberGallery
of intriguing
VAT/BTW: BE 888 492 878, RPR Antwerpen
looms large), fixated on the body, rapacious in their mining of both art history and the
Bank: ING Antwerpen Metropool
broader culture (from TV to Internet memes), and most of all, determined to impart
Account number: 363 0131987 10
pleasure.
it has felt like this particular mode of representation—slick, punchy,
IBAN:
BE41 Lately
3630 1319
andBBRUBEBB
outré—is cresting over into something like a movement, or at least a moment.
BIC:
“Flatlands” at the Whitney Museum (January 14–April 17) brings together five
closely watched painters working in diverse, distinct ways within that fertile zone:
Nina Chanel Abney, Mathew Cerletty, Jamian Juliano-Villani, Caitlin Keogh, and
Orion Martin. Impressively au courant, the show is a smart, concise affair organized
by Whitney curators Laura Phipps and Elisabeth Sherman. “Today, the virtual
hyperconnectivity of our daily lives masks a disconnect from the physical world,
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to a yearning for the tactile,” they write in a cautious essay. “Representational
art answers this desire to be tethered to reality at a time when the world around us
Invoice
feels sonumber:
insecure.” 15067
That is not to say that the painted worlds depicted here feel safe.
These date:
artists take 23/4/2015
up the language of the screen—flattened, polished, even corporate
Invoice
—and use it toward
dangerous ends. Meaning is in disarray, contested, in their
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scenes. All hell is breaking
loose.
Anton Kern
Gallery
532 West 20th Street

Newcolor,
York,a subtly
NY 10011
Employing high-key
cartoon-influenced approach to rendering shapes
USA
and spaces, and a heroic
attention to detail, Cerletty imparts startling uncanniness to
seemingly quotidian objects and scenes. In the immaculately rendered Shelf Life
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS INVOICE IS PAYABLE IN Currency
(2015), ARE
the star
the show,
he places the viewer inside a fish tank, amid fish and
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seaweed. He’s also contributed paintings of a richly sequined vest and a moonlit field,
this last something like a Ralph Albert Blakelock turned into a kitsch screensaver—
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Price
which is to say that, like many of his compatriots, Cerletty happily, giddily brushes
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------aside any sense of good taste. (The flattening in the show’s title is multivalent.)
.
1 . Mathew Cerletty

$24,000.00

Martin, perhaps the least
established
figure here,2015
shares Cerletty’s zest for singular,
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potent images that expose
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116,8
116,8
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paintings
beginx with
ostensibly straightforward
cm
things—a tightly laced, .high-heeled boot, a taut configuration of ropes—but he amps
them up with precise details
and sly moves
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MC105 in the direction of abstraction. They recall
what William N. Copley (a lodestar for many in this gang) referred to as “ridiculous
objects”: items that take on erotic, libidinal attributes through obsessive examination.
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Juliano-Villani and Keogh are in a camp
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big in acrylic, rendering concatenations of
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images—a skeleton in a book, flowers, and
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garlands in one piece here—in an ultra-flat
Amount does not include packing, shipping, taxes, insurance.
coloring-book style, which is decorative and
polite and which also, I am sorry to say,
quickly grows monotonous. In contrast,
Juliano-Villani, wielding an airbrush, makes
Office Baroque Gallery BVBA
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traffic
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teddy
bear sits behind the club-secured
steering wheel of a car. Her paintings serve
up punch lines, even while radiating
delicious evil.
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Abney’s unlikely muse is Stuart Davis at his most colorful and syncopated. She is
represented by a single
sprawling painting divided into four panels, in which naked
Invoice number:
15067
women—black and white—bend over to expose themselves, while buzzy shapes and
Invoice date:
23/4/2015
words—“NO,” “YES,”
“HOES”—dance about their bodies. It is a startling piece—
Invoice
to: almostAnton
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the blocky,
childlike
writing clashing with the frank nudity—and could be
KernofGallery
read, perhaps, as aAnton
depiction
digital space at its most brusque, clogged with
532 West 20th Street
pornography, comments,
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orders.
New York, NY 10011
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Bodies are everywhere in this ascendant imagist mode, but they are never fixed or
PLEASE
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stable.NOTE
TheyTHAT
are THIS
underINVOICE
attack, being
torn apart,
morphing into something else, or
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evanescing.
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